The following nine papers were pre,.;cntc<.l at the AIAA ..-\erothermochemistry of Turbulent F lows Conference in Sa n Diego, Calif., December 13-15, 1965. The Organizing Committee of the conference con:-:istecl of H. Yoshihara, Chairman, R. vanclen B erg, . C. Lin, W. X achbar, T . Y. Tong, and F. A . William;;. The re,·ie,,· procedure for these paper,.; w a..; ha ndled by P aul A. Libb~·.
1
.:\TER~IITI E.:\T spiral flow patterns like the one shown in F ig. I are known to be typical of transition in circular Couette flow when the two cylinders rotate in oppo::ite direction . 1 -4 The spiral band of turbulence rotates steadily at \·ery nearly the mean speed of the two cylinder:<. so that a given element of flu id near either wall must participate alternately in the laminar and turbulent motions. A question therefore ari~es as to energy proce ses that occur near the in terfaces ~eparating laminar and turbulent regions of flow.
In 1958, a research program was begun at Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories California In t itute of Technology 1GALCIT) to tudy this question experimentally in a large !'}'Iinder apparatus using air a a working fluid and hot wires as primary in trumentation . The technique involves repeated sampl ing of signals from a calibrated multiple hotwire array so as to obtain an ensemble of values for the instantaneou ,·ector velocity at a large number of points fixed in the rotating pattern. The research has therefore required the breaking of new groUlld in the application of high-speed ,ampling and computing equipment to experimental work in turbulence.
The particular flow chosen for detailed study 3 ·' i~ at quite low Reynolds number (Ro = 50,000 , R , = -5,600 based on radius and surface velocity), with air velocities relati,·e to a probe moUllted on one or t he other cylinders of about 3 to 5 fps. The spiral pattern is left-handed and makes an angle of about 62° wi th the cylinder axis of rotation.
In the fa ll of 1962, analog tape recordings were made of "ignals from a hot-wire array in this flow. About 3500 cycles of the flow pattern were recorded at each of 17 radial po itions across the annulus. These analog data have been used directly 3 · ' to determine the mean shape of t he turbulent re~ion, with the result h01m in Fig. 2 .
In 1963, electronic data-processing equipment at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was used to obtain digital samples of the hot~,,·ire \'Oltages at about 60 points in each laminarturbulent cycle of each analog tape (about 1 0 million binary bits of information in all). The resulting voltage data were processed once by computer 3 to correct for slight drift and nonlinearity in t he recording, playback, and ampling operations. .\ t the same time, calibration data for the hot wires were fitted analytically so as to specify the respon e to changes in flow speed and direction. .\ method was a! o worked out for inversion of thi probe-response operator in a computer, i.e., for computation of the instantaneou. vector velocity from sampled voltages. The final inversion method consists of a two-stage iteration process and requi res about 0.06 sec in an IK\I 7094 computer for each vector. The hot-wire probe configuration is a double V array in two plane at right angle , as hown in The wire coefficients then are reviEed to correspond to the computer flow direction. and the program loop is repeated (4 to iterations). The final im·ersion program was perfected only after more than three years of de1·elopment. It wa~ checked by processing calibration data in laminar flo"·, in which c~"C the known velocity magnitudes were reco1·ered within a fraction of 1% and the known flow angle-IYithin a fraction of 1°. A a1r plied to am pled tape data, the main program I ) Yerifie the input data format; 2) compute Xu elt numbers from voltages, 3) computes a nondin1ensional 1·ector velocity by the method already described, 4) flags each 1·ector w laminar or turbulent by a digital discrim ination scheme, 5) edits the flag data for local incon ist.encies, 6) write the velocity data and flag;; on an output tape. 7) computes for each point in the pattern the ensemble mean of each 1·elocity component (with standard de,·iation, skewness. and flatness), ) compute the L\: component of Reynolds stre-s, and 9) repeat · the lll.'!t two step after hifting the 1·elocity data forward or backward "'ithin each cycle o as to sharpen one or the other interface pojtion to a statistical discontinuity. show the direction and magnitude of t he projected mean n•locitr relati\·e to the interface-in a radial view. From Figs. 4 to 6, two tentative conclusions can be drawn which are unlikely to change a the remaining data are pro-C'e: ed.
l. Tbe fl uid enters the turbulent region abruptly, but leaves in a grazing direction almost parallel to t he interface.
In other words, the time available for decay of the turbulence is probably much longer than would be the case if the exit were also abrupt.
2. The mean flow relative to the turbulence has a t agnation point in t he interior of the turbulen t region. ln other words, the mean flow pattern probably resemble the one inferred earlier' for a turbulent slug in a pipe. The t urbulent ene:gj· is a maximum near this tagnation point, and falls raptdly and almo t linearly toward the interfaces.
